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Malcador the Sigillite is troubled. The war fleets of the traitor Horus approach, and war on the

Throneworld is inevitable. But with the Emperor on the Golden Throne, keeping the darkness

beneath the Palace at bay, how can even the assembled might of three Space Marine Legions

stand against the fury to come? Communing with the Emperor, Malcador plays out a wargame,

musing on the key pieces and the unorthodox strategies that may be required to secure victory

– and at what role he might play in the battles to come.Read it BecauseIt's a startling insight

into the relationship between the Emperor and the Sigillite, and shows just how aware they

each are of the sacrifices that will be required to end the Heresy and bring peace to the

Imperium.
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Board is SetGav Thorpe‘The Wolves will be here soon.’Eirich Halferphess, Astrotelegraphica

Exulta, frowned at Malcador’s statement, his yellowed skin creasing like a discarded rag.‘We

detect no approach of the Rout. Have you had word from Russ?’‘I misspoke,’ said Malcador,

bowing his head in apology as he leaned his staff against the broad battlement, crossed his

arms and looked out across the vista of fortifications and warriors. ‘I was referring to the Luna

Wolves.’‘You mean the Sons of Horus,’ said his companion, the co-head of the Higher Tower of

the Adeptus Astra Telepathica.‘That lacks any poetry.’The astropath grunted and shrugged.‘You

are right. The traitor fleet is days, perhaps hours away from arrival,’ he said.They stood atop the

pinnacle where Eirich and his cohort of soul-bound psykers delved into the mysteries of the

warp and rode the light of the Astronomican to send and receive messages from distant

worlds. Just as astronomers used to place their observatories on high points to escape the

miasma of light pollution, so the astrotelepaths gathered in the Higher Tower far from the

psychic shields that emanated from the Imperial Dungeon in the heart of the Emperor’s fortified

domain.‘There is a cacophony that comes with them,’ continued Eirich. Stubble marked his chin

and cheeks, when usually he was meticulously clean-shaven. His green robe was a little

dishevelled also, telling a tale of tension, sleeplessness and constant activity that was

continued in the red rims of his eyes. ‘At first we thought it was simply backwash, warp static.

There are dozens of ships, after all.’‘Hundreds,’ Malcador quietly corrected. ‘Thousands,

perhaps.’‘Indeed.’ Eirich coughed nervously, another recent tic he had developed, along with

fingers fidgeting at his rope belt. Malcador absorbed it all without comment, but the strain of

seeking the traitors in the warp had taken a heavy toll on all of the warp-scryers under the

Sigillite’s demesne. ‘But it is not warpwash. It is the empyrean itself, a psychic resonance that

travels with the traitors, not caused by them.’
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S. Henry, “Well done. This was a very compelling peak into Malcador and the Emperor. Well

done Gav Thorpe! Learning more about these characters is not always easy and to see them

together is excellent.”

Dorn, “Chess time!. Chess between Emps and Malcador.Pretty good though not happy with the

idea that the Emperor set up some of his primarchs to "fall".”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good read. Good look at two pivotal moments in the story. Good to see

the board is set at last. Hopefully More questions answered in the upcoming books.”

duffers, “A great short story. A great short story that sheds light on the relationship between the

Emperor and the High Lord of Terra. An enjoyable read that gives a little more information on

previously less explored characters.”

The book by Kristi Bradley has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 32 people have provided feedback.
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